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Music college changes more than name
By M.rrU ( wlk

Sufi Reporter
When the sutus of the School of
Music changed to the College of
Musical Arts through a proposal
passed by the Board of Trustees Jan.
9. the process involved more than Just
a name change
According to David J
Pope,
assistant dean of public missions, the
name change is indicative of a change
in the whole maturation process from
a department to a college
"We're involved more in meeting
cultural needs outside campus, in
restructuring our own resources and
utilizing outside resources." he said

Stampeding
seniors

Pope said the most significant
aspect of the name change was an
identification of what those in tinschool see as the cultural needs of the
area.
In the past, he explained, the school
was dedicated to training teachers
and emphasizing the performance
aspect of music.
Now the school has the ability to be
a cultural force in the area. Pope
said, and the move to the college
status reflects the opinion of the
University that the college can have
that force
"In Northwestern Ohio, we (the
University) feel we are the most
significant cultural force around." he
said.

Although Pope said the change in
status has led to "no major visible
differences." the College of Musical
Arts has planned new programs and
other changes.

Arts, the College of Business
Administration, the speech department and others, in addition to the
Toledo Art Museum and the Toledo
Orchestra.

One new program is an interinslitutional program which the college is
trying to work out with the Toledo
Museum of Art.

Pope said the college is getting
support for a better relationship with
the immediate community through
the Friends of Music, a group of
interested community and faculty
members.

Faculty members of the college are
also in the process of formulating a
proposal for a cross-disciplinary
graduate program in arts administration. Pope said.
The program would involve the
resources of the College of Musical

Long lines fined th# Stud.nl Service. Building Forum
yesterday whan 150-200 education majors crowded
in to signup for job interviews for teoching positions.
Some students said they waited as long as an hour

This group has formed an alliance
with the Chamber of Commerce
through membership on the Promote
Bowling Green Committee. He said
the community and the college have
started to support one another's

events, leading to a better feeling in
the community.
"We've started to take this on as
our responsibility Instead of leaving it
to the President and the Provost to
take care of." Pope said.
Pope said he sees involvement
through participation in community
events by music students as allowing
them to expand to real world
situations and become more involved
in them.
"In so doing, we'll create a better
environment for students to grow in."
he said.
One direct change which has taken

place as a direct result of the college
name change has been the direction
of recruitment activities centered in
one office instead of "every man for
himself." Pope said.
11ns indicates a businesslike and
active attitude toward recruitment
on the part of college personnel, he
added
Pope also said the change in status
would allow the college to utilize the
full potential of its resources
"To us." he said, "the change of
status given to us by the Board of
Trustees indicates they're supporting
us and sharing in our opinion that
there is a lot of potential to be
developed here "

and a half. Reports Indicate that interview sign-up*
for businesses ore just as crowded (Newspholos by
Michael O. Orene)

Coroner amends death certificate
The Lucas County coroner's office
has amended the certificate of death of
a University student who died shortly
after a bicycle accident last fall.
But the mother of Steven Cooper.
Junior lAstS). who died of a cerebral
hemorrhage Oct 19 in the Medical
College of Toledo (MCOT) Hospital,
has refused to sign the amended
certificate
Betty Yenan of Columbus, Cooper's
mother, said "no one has contacted me
whatsoever" from the coroner's office
to explain the reason for changing the
cause of death.
"They're craiy," she said of the
coroner's request. "I did not aad I will
not sign that certificate After three
months, why the change?"
The cause of Cooper's death was
listed originally as a cerebral
nemmorhage. probably due to injuries
received in a bicycle accident three
days earlier The new certificate lists
the death as a result of spontaneous
bleeding not directly connected with
the accident.
COOPER WAS transferred to MCOT
from Wood County Hospital, which had
treated him after he was transferred
there from the Health Center.
Cooper was injured in a bicycle
accident Oct. 16 and was treated for
arm injuries at the Health Center and
released.

He became ill two days later and was
again taken to the Health Center,
where his illness was diagnosed as a
drug overdose. He died the next day.
According to Dr Louis Martin,
deputy Lucas County coroner, a test
was conducted on a portion of Cooper's
brain that indicated death was the
result of trauma.
But he said yesterday that a second
test conducted by MCOT showed death
was caused by spontaneous bleeding,
not by injury.
BASED ON RESULTS from the first
brain test. Dr. Martin said. "We are
sure beyond any reasonable doubt that
this (Cooper's death) was due to the
collision."
But Dr. Martin yesterday called the
first test "a preliminary test" and the
second "a definitive examination."
Doctors at MCOT attributed the
spontaneous hemorrhaging to a small
bulget on a blood vessel in an internal
lobe of the brain which broke suddenly,
according to Dr. Martin.
The bleeding caused considerable
destruction of brain tissue. Dr. Martin
said.
He called It "an extreme
coincidence"
that the bleeding
occurred soon after Cooper's accident.
According to the certificate of death,
the approximate interval between
onset of the hemorrhaging and death

was three days, the same number of
days between Cooper's accident and
his death.
"Officially, as far as we're
concerned, there isn't any reason to
believe the collision did it." Dr. Martin
said of MCOT's conclusions.
But In Martin added that the final
decision on the cause of death "came
as a surprise tome."
ASKED IF A bump on the head from
an accident could break a small bulge
on a blood vessel in the brain. Dr.
Martin replied, "Yes. this is very
possible."
Health Center Chief of Staff Dr
Henry Vogtsberger was unavailable
for comment yesterday on MCOT's
final decision or the coroner's ruling.
After Cooper's death, Dr.
Vogtsberger said that Cooper had not
told the physician who first examined
him of any head injuries.
Dr. Vogtsberger said it is routine at
the Health Center that when a student
has a fall, the attending physician asks
if there is a head injury.
AFTER COOPER BECAME ill at
his apartment, he was taken by
ambulance to the Health Center
He was examined by Dr. William R.
Althoff. who diagnosed his illness as a
drug overdose. Dr. Vogtsberger said.
Dr. Althoff detected what he thought
were needle marks on Cooper's legs.

Board names SGA candidates

I

Twenty-seven students have been
certified to compete in the Feb. 19
Student Government Association
(SGA) elections by the SGA elections
board.
Last year. 46 students competed for
six SGA officer positions, eight student
senator posts and two Unio Activities
Organization (UAO) directorships.
Montel Jennings, sophomore i A4S).
and Richard L. Parrish. junior (Ed.),
will run unopposed for SGA vice
president and coordinator of state and
community affairs respectively.
The other candidates are listed by
office and alphabetically:
President -W Randall Hathaway.

junior lAitSi. and Raymond J.
Marvar. junior (B.A.).
Coordinator of academic affairsMary H. Framme. junior (B.A.). and
Hank D. Thomas, sophomore (B.A.).
Coordinator
of
cultural
affairs - William R. Erickson.
sophomore (B.A ), Michael J. Coman.
sophomore (B.A). and Kim R
Jakeway. sophomore I Ed.).
Student representative to the Board
of Trustees-Dennis C. Bottonari,
junior (B.A.). and Daniel F. GarfieM.
junior (B.A.).
UAO director-at-large-Paul J.
Addessi. junior (AeVS). and Darryl L
Rolandelli. junior (B.A).

Student senate-Bradley O. Bauer,
sophomore (A&S). Susan M Constable.
sophomore (A&S). David H. Crowl.
junior (B.A.). Mary L. Foltz. junior
(A&.S). Mary L. Gamellia. junior
(Ed.). Robert W. Harbottle.
sophomore (B.A.). Susan J. Kloos.
junior (AiS)
Timothy S. McGee. junior (B.A.).
Virginia E McGee. junior lA&S).
Henry P. Montgomery, junior (B.A.),
Pete J. Schmitz. junior (Ed.). Kenneth
W Simonson, freshman (A&S). Ridge
D. Tenney. freshman (B.A.). and
Milton Wilkes. junior (AM).
The News will publish interviews
with the candidates starting Tuesday.

Dr. Vogtsberger said. He was
transferred several hours later to
Wood County Hospital.
Wood County transferred Cooper to
MCOT later that day with a notation
that he was suffering from a possible
drug overdose.
Dr. David Grossman, an MCOT
physician, identified the "needle
marks" as petechiae. or small spots of
bleeding caused by local trauma.
Yerian said yesterday that "it
seemed like there was a great deal of
time" taken up between Cooper's
admission to the Health Center and his
eventual arrival at MCOT.

BSU reps want justice ousted
Two Black Student Union (BSU)
officers called yesterday for the
impeachment and dismissal of Student
Arbitration Board (SAB) Justice Allan
J. DeNiro because of a letter he wrote
that was published last week in the
News.
,
The letter, which DeNiro called
"satirical." was in response to a letter
written by Valencia C. Proa, freshman
(A&S). about black cheerleaders at
basketball games.
"Because he is a justice, and
because he took the credentials of a
spokesman for the white population,
the letter was very dangerous and
detrimental." said James Williamson,
special events chairman for BSU. "He
has to be removed. He has a very
negative attitude."
John Harris, a BSU co-adviser, said
he also believed DeNiro should be
impeached "From what I've heard, he
wrote the letter in a satirical manner,
but people are taking it seriously." be
said.
He added that he believed the
headline on his letter, which read. "A
White's Reply to a 'Racist' Letter."
did not portray the satirical nature of
his article.
DeNiro said the News did not use the
title he had written on the letter-which

read "One White Man's Apology -and
had therefore changed the meaning of
the letter
(Editor's note:
Because of
typographical considerations. News
staff members write the headlines for
articles and letters submitted for
publication. We reserve the right to do
so.)
DeNiro added that he has no
intention of resigning, and that he
hopes "to clarify the issue" by next
week.
Harris, however, said he believes
DeNiro's letter reflects DeNiro s
personality and attitudes regardless of
whether it was satirical or not.
"It's important to pursue the issue."
be said. "Any person who holds an SGA
office should realize that people watch
them "
Williamson said he believes Proa's
letter was not racist and that she was
only voicing her own opinion and
snowing pride in her black identity.
Williamson said he believes the
formation of a separate black
cheerleading
squad was an
"unconscious protest" against discrimination in the selection of
cheerleaders.
Even though BSU supports the
cheerleaders. Williamson said the

blacks should have filed a grievance if
they suspected discrimination in
cheerleading trials last spring
He said the cheerleader issue may
lead to further polarization and put a
spark to a powder keg of other feelings
and hostilities."
In spite of its importance.
Williamson said he believes the
cheerleader issue "has gone too far.
has been blown out of proportion
"People use these incidents as
limelight, to gain personal attention,
like playing kid games." he said
Williamson said a meeting between
Proa and DeNiro might solve some of
the ill feelings, but. "if they go in there
with preconceived ideas, nothing will
be solved."

Weather
Occasional saow today aad
toalgkt with little chaage la
temperature. Hlgfcs today la the
mid Jaa. Laws tonight Bear M.
Cloudy with snow flurries
tomorrow. Highs la the low Ms.
Probability of precipitation M per
cent today aad tonight.
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eDueRiaLS
don't over-react
to reactor problem
Energy conservationists will respond self-righteously to th Nuclear
Regulatory Commissions' (NRC) announcement that 23 of the nation's
nuclear power reactors will close to search for possible cracks in the
emergency safety system pipes.
Many environmentalists disapprove of nuclear energy as a future
source of power, however due to the present oil situation it is evident that
nuclear power plants are necessary.
Because five small leaks were discovered in pipes at the Dresden
Reactor No. 2 in Morris, III . is no reason to abandon the use of nuclear
reactors altogether.
The two-week closing of the nuclear power plants is only a temporary
setback in the operations of the reactor systems. Should other
deficiencies be found in the present nuclear reactor systems it is
imperative that they be repaired now. before any use of these energy
emergency systems becomes necessary.
Our resources and the environment should not be tampered with.
Nuclear reactors are the energy sources of tomorrow. With the NRC's
regulations and concerns about the safety of the power plants, it should
be only a short time until all irregularities are corrected and nuclear
power plants can be used without difficulties.

no way to blame advisers
WASHINGTON- When a physician
wrongly diagnoses an ailment, or
prescribes an ineffective treatment,
the patient-if he survives-can get
himself a new doctor. The country,
alas, has no such simple choice in
trying to regain its economic health.
President Ford is relying on the
same basic team of Nixon advisers
that failed to cure inflation-and now
we have contracted a severe case of
recession on top of it. Worse, Ford's
advisers are divided on what needs
most to be done, what pills are
required, and how many we must take.
And there's no happy relief in sight
on Capitol Hill either. The economists
who are talking .to Congress are
equally full of contradictory advice on
the best ways to quicken the nation's
economic heartbeat and break the
persistent fever of inflation, not to
mention what must be done about our
anemic energy condition that has
complicated everything.
FOR EXAMPLE. Treasury Secretary Simon, having been overruled by
Mr Ford on the desirability of a big
tax cut, says he is "alarmed" by the
size of the new federal deficits in sight-f 109 billion more by mid-1976
When the government has to borrow
sums like that from the banks, he says,

economic council chairman, for once
sides with McCracken.
Yet McCracken thinks the President
has come close to using "brute force"
on the economy with his high fuel tax
proposals to reduce oil imports The
rising prices of fuel, he fears, will
interfere with economic recovery and
spur inflation even more.

J.F. terHoril

there may not be enough private
capital left to revive the housing
industry or spur business expansion
needed to create more jobs
Interest rates will rise, says Simon
Bankruptcies will increase. And if the
Federal Reserve Board rapidly boosts
the money supply, it also will boost
inflation.
Roy Ash. the departing Nixon-Ford
budget director, disputes Simon's fear
of "horrible" federal spending. Ash
says federal expenditures have
remained steady at roughly 20 per cent
of national output over the past eight
years.
DR. PAUL McCracken of the University of Michigan, an adviser close to
Ford and formerly to Nixon, says
government borrowing won't strip the
banks of capital for private lending
Gardner Ackley. Lyndon Johnson's

Economists of the liberal school nod
approvingly at the conservative
McCracken "s prediction.
One could go on and on with the
catalog of the differing and
bewildering prescriptions of the
nation's most learned economists.
IT DOES not help, either, when the
dollar doctors remind us that this is
natural because economics is not an
exact science like mathematics or
physics.

program, because what eased
recession would increase inflation, or
vice versa, and bad because whatever
he chose would certainly be politically
unpopular
We now know what choices the
President has made Except for the
promise ol tax relief, it is pretty
unpalatable medicine that Mr. Ford is
spooning out.
BUT JUDGING from the babble of
voices on Capitol Hill, the Democratic
diagnosticians can't decide whether to
try deeper tax surgery, dispense
prettier pills or simply wait to see if
Ford bungles the case before
dispatching
the congressional
ambulance
Only one thing seems certain At
election time in 1976 the nation should
know whether to thank a Republican
President or a Democratic Congress
for easing its economic ailments-or
worsening them

During one of his numerous sessions
with his advisers in the Oval Office, the
President reviewed their array of
complex
and conflicting
recommendations and remarked wryly.
"You're asking me to choose among a
lot of bad choices."

But economists are luckier There is.
unfortunately, no way we can hold
them to account

Bad on several counts-because no
one would guarantee the success of any

Copyright.
1I7S.
Detroit
News/Uaiverial Press Syndicate

ohio: worst pot laws
Editor's note: Second of a two-part
series oa marljaaaa laws.
By Mark A. Zujelder
BGOMC President
Gaest Student Columnist
Our political system, from the
beginning, was based on the premise
that each person has. or ought to have,
the right to make his own decisions so
long as he does not interfere with
anyone else. We've forgotten this
admirable ideal. As a result we've
submitted ourselves to involuntary
prison sentences, harsh fines, and
personal anguish.
We cannot choose to prohibit the use
or possession of pot without losing the
ethic of autonomy that our society is
julltupon
Criminal in themselves, the laws
proscribing possession of marijuana
are an affront to individual liberty. As
individuals we should have the right to
do with ourselves what we wish when it
does not harm or transgress the rights
of others. As adult human beings we
are responsible for ourselves and
should have the right to make our own
decisions
A national organization has picked
Ohio as its major target in an effort to
reform state marijuana laws in 1973,
Ohio gained the distinction of
maintaining the nation's most
oppressive laws against pot
For those interested in seeing Ohio's
laws against pot brought into a proper
perspective, but are leary of what
service they may be to a national
organization, then I have a solution for
you
RECENTLY established and
recognized as a campus organization,
the Bowling Green Ohio Marijuana
Coalition is here to help The BGOMC
is the first of many branch organizations of the Ohio Marijuana Coalition
to come
Why here at BG? There is no real
answer to that question, considering
the conservative attitude Bowling
Green is noted for Yet. that in itself
may be the reason
The BGOMC is a state certified nonprofit organization dedicated to the
elimination of criminal penalties for
possession and use of marijuana We
have initiated a campaign, which when

fully instituted, will bring about
changes in our state laws.
Working in conjunction with Ohio
NORML we will introduce legislation
into this, the lllth session, of the
general assembly.
Our state legislators are the ones
solely responsible for changes in state
laws. Our task will be to show them
what we want and desperately need
TO EFFECTIVELY accomplish this
goal we must seek to educate not only
our state legislators, but also ourselves
and the people of Ohio in general
Education will be our key to success
To do this, funds are needed. That and
the necessary people to implement our
programs
Funds will be used for various
projects
Pamphlets describing
present marijuana laws as an example
Petition forms and PSA tapes to
distribute throughout the state
Monies are needed to finance the
completion of a marijuana information
book This 135 page book will be distributed to every state house and senatorial representative
This book
contains the most authoritively
documented material available
favoring the decrimlnalization of
marijuana In effect, the book will
provide the other side of the coin, a
side which our law makers rarely, if
ever,see.
Once the decriminalization legislation is introduced lit will be
submitted as part of an over-all drug
reform bill l there will be two
opportunities, one, in the house, the
other in the senate, to debate publicly
the marijuana issue.
At this point we hopefully will be
able to finance the expenses of
bringing in expert testimony to argue
in favor of decriminalization These
will be people our legislators can
identify with and believe in. People
such as Norman Zinberg. Mil Professor Harvard Medical School; Pal
Horton. District Attorney from
Eugene. Oregon: and Dr Dorothy
Whipple. Professor of Pediatrics.
Georgetown University. The cost to
bring these professionals in will be
enormous, but their testimony is
essential to our cause
TO CHANGE the laws our state
legislators need to know more about
marijuana they need the book, our

letters, and the testimony. We can get
the laws changed this year
Mike Stintziano iDl. state representative from the Columbus area has
agreed to introduce the legislation. A
group of experts are in the process of
drafting the bill More information on
this facet of the project will be made
available as it is received.
We must begin to work now. I appeal
to you. the students, faculty, administration, and general public of Bowling
Green to actively support our
campaign for the decriminalization of
marijuana here in the state of Ohio
An organizational meeting will be
held Thursday. Jan. 30. at 7 p.m. in
room 115 Education For further
information write BGOMC. Box 11.
BGSU or call 352-4714 or 352-6053
Thank you

^ry— „

'LET ME OUESS . . . YOU'RE EITHER INFLATION OR RECESSION. OR ILLNESS OR PRIVATION
OR SUFFERING, OR THE DIRE AND HORRIBLE nm*mOMOnw^MOI^OH'

Lerrers
nice to have

Is a popular culture center or an
artist's hall of fame what this
University really needs? Sure, why not
add it to the University' True, it would
be a nice thing to have, and what else is
true, the University does have priority
over the city when it comes time to
purchase the old city post office
building.
But wouldn't a recreation and social
center for the populace of Bowling
Green be a lot more useful in the long
run'
The city could make great use of
such a facility, and I believe that it
would be frequented by senior citizens,
kids, and families, those who don't or
can't go in for college
"fun"
downtown
Bowling Green has a lot to offer to us
students lyou can find it if you put out
some effort) and now it's time that BG
helps itself
THIS CUV is built around the University and most everything in this
town in some way concerns us. but the
year-round residents are without the
advantage of such a promising facility
for parties, dances, athletics, etc..
which may never come to light if the
University gets its lawful and selfish
wav

I say scrap the idea of using the old
building for the purpose of a museum
Let the city put it to a much better use.
It would be something from which
everyone could benefit
Mike Black
307Prout

no proof
of deniro guilt
I would like to ask the sovereign
Douglas G Bugle and his fellow SGA
members to define the word
"democracy" for me.
I realize that this is putting them to a
little work which they are evidently not
used to. because they obviously will
have to do a little research on the
definition.
But maybe 1 can be of some help
According to the United States
Constitution, the definition includes
such alien words as "freedom of
speech." and "freedom of press."
What do these words really mean?
I'LL TELL you what they really
mean. SGA I They mean that in the
United States of America, of which

sga should impeach itself
By Nick Heggy
Gaest Sndeit Cohim.iii
If you are going to impeach Al
DeNiro. Justice SAB. why stop with
one person'' Denise Dartt said. "The
credibility of SAB and SGA has been
hurt by his statements.''
What credibility. Denise? Let's
review the SGA record in light of the
upcoming elections. Has your performance in the past year affected
interest in Student Government? Let's
see.
The candidates for this year's presidential elections are two. One being a
fraternity brother of Doug Bogle's and
one time assistant, the other his
enemy You recently appointed your
friend to SAB. Doug Might he be in
line for Al DeNiro's job as justice to
improve his qualifications list?

SGA records show you've done
everything in your power to stifle the
ambitions of your enemy
You.
yourself, have had one big move this
year. Doug You've endorsed the
organization for the legalisation of pot.
This is of significant campus interest,
but what else is there? Dining hall
conditions are still the same. Ridge
Street is still dangerous, the health
center is really dangerous, and no
stadium concert yet
You have
depleted your entire budget, however
Excellent credibility.
BILL BYRD, your list of
accomplishments is so long that all I
can recall is your move to send buses
to the Kent Stale function That's why
one person is interested in filling your
shoes. He'll run uncontested for vice
president and do exactly what you've
done this year Nothing Excellent
credibility

Rick Morrow, your life long goal was
to be homecoming queen Academic
Affairs was just a stepping stone. I
suppose Of course, the academic
situation is much finer as a result of
your administration How many people
have had academic advisers? Raise
your hands. Two people are running for
that job. Unlimited interest to be
homecoming queen
The job of coordinator of state and
community affairs, is really the one
that everyone wants. It too. will be run
for uncontested Dennis Grady will just
cry. Butch, your fund raising tea at
Dixie Electric was just great. It takes
a five minute phone call to arrange
one
The advertising is tough, though
Judging by the turn out, maybe 250
people, there's just no limit to what
one man can do. is there? Oh. and the
National Student Lobby That took all

of how many calls. Butch? It seems
there is no limitation to what that
office can do
WHAT CREDIBILITY does SGA
have? What have you done as an
organization that is significant'1 Well,
you've revamped the constitution to
omit the powers of people who do want
to perform You've exerted your
talents to stifle any coordination within
the student body You've turned a valid
organization into a pessimistic cliche,
with just outstanding credibility.
Judging from the response of
potential candidates, it looks that
maybe 500 people will cast ballots in
this year's election.
Excellent
credibility.
So when the impeachment
proceedings start. I have one suggestion. SGA. Look at yourselves and your
credibility you just might find grounds
for impeachment.

Bowling Green is a part, that anyone
can state their opinions without
persecution of the law If you do not
agree with these ideas, I suggest you
propose another type of government
But as it stands today, we are a free
people-free to speak out against
injustice, as did Allan DeNiro.
All you have to do now. Student
Government Association, is to get
some hard, cold facts that Allan
DeNiro has not done his job free ol bias
in the past, and some that he will not be
fair in the future
If you can. then you're a better
person than I For I know Allan and the
work, yes work. SGA. that he has done
You can't try a man on words, you
must prove his guilt and deficiencies
by past experience And I'm willing to
bet you can't do that!
Kathi Zimmerman
206 Chi Omega

people power
Once again, a few people ol the
student body have shown their true
form at BGSU. I am referring to The
News' article which quoted several
SGA members promising to impeach
Allen DeNiro for an article which was
allegedly racist I think it is about time
we became realistic.
DeNiro's article was neither hostile
nor racist, it was factual. Not once did
he advocate oppressing anyone's civil
rights lie. the right of free speech, the
right to an education, the right to a
good job. freedom of religion, etc.I.
nor did he imply he would use his
position for revenge.
Rather. DeNiro pointed out the
emphasis that is put on "black" and
"white" on this campus. I believe he
was implying the need and rightfully
so. for "people" power, not black
power or white power
Statements made by Chris Melding
and Denise Dartt to the effect that
DeNiro is incapable of carrying on the
judicial process fairly is as absurd as
my saying Doug Bugie is not qualified
to preside over SGA because he might
favor fraternities.
I feel there are enough problems
without SGA complicating them by
doing something that asinine William
Byrd. SGA vice-president, is right in
suggesting DeNiro and Proa get
together and talk. It is about time we
ali came together.
Robert M Dickinson
4190ffenhauerWest

feet in pain
If I am stray. Mr Smith, the rest of
the flock has no concern whatsoever
for their physical health I doubt you
even thought on what my letter said.
I voiced the idea with firm scientific
backing from reputable medical
doctors, that shoes and sidewalks are
structurally wrong for the human foot
The correlation coefficient between
a growth of concrete sidewalks and
feet, upper and lower back, and leg
structural problems, is one As the
proportion of concrete sidewalks rises,
so do the cases of ~iruciur.il problems
1 have been walking on concrete for
eighteen years and my legs show it. My
feet and knees are in constant pain and
I am forced to wear supports in my
shoes You obviously don't have this
problem since you are not as much of
an athlete as I
But give it time. You are hurting
your body every time you walk on
concrete and nothing, not even your
epithets, can forestall the laws of
biophysics
Rock E Ross
304 Darrow
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Study abroad for credit
By Nar m. Stock
Students who grow tired of looking at toe same campus
buildings or combating the wind, can get away from it all.
They can travel to Madrid. Spain-Toures. Francesomewbere in England-or anywhere in the world for that
matter, and receive academic credit at the same time.
Several
University
programs offer students the
opportunity to study overseas
The romance language department sponsors two such
programs, offering study in Spain and France.
The programs are open to any undergraduate student with
good academic standing.
STUDENTS. HOWEVER, iriust complete the M level of
the language spoken in the host country or a comparable
equivalent, explained Dr. Flys.
According to the program directors, students studying in
Madrid and Toures are placed with cooperating families
Dr Lenita Locey. coordinator of programs abroad and
assistant professor of romance languages, said living with
foreign families gives "immediate insight into the culture
and is probably the most valuable part of the program
The Spanish program is preparing for its eleventh year of
operation. Dr Flys said. Approximately 25 students travel
to Madrid each year and take courses taught entirely in
Spanish in rented classrooms at the University of Madrid,
he said. The classroom space is the only affiliation with the
University of Madrid.
STUDENTS CAN also study in Salzburg. Austria, through
the German and Russian departments association with the
University of Salzburg They usually live in the university
dormitories but room with Austrian students, explained Dr
Joseph liray. Austrian program director and associate
professor of German and Russian

One semester hour equals one and one-half quarter hours
credit according to the program brochure.
The University If presently sharing the French program
abroad with Ohio University, Dr. Locey said. Next year the
University will be independent, she said, and therefore, able
to send more students
In addition to the academic year abroad, the French
program is offering a summer session for the first time,
which is also open to graduate students. Dr. Locey said.
"Some students can't go during the academic year but
feel they can go In summer.'' she explained "It will be
easier for graduate students with teaching fellowships to go.
and the weather is nicer "
AN INDEPENDENT STUDY program, offered by experimental studies, is another opportunity for students to travel
and study in a foreign country
There is no language requirement for this program,
according to Mary Dapogny. administrative assistant in
experimental studies
Students can take 16 credit hours during one quarter or
three-hour segments as an undergraduate. Dapogny said
These hours can be earned by doing a project that is the
student's original concept, she said Grading is done
exclusively on a satisfactory unsatisfactory basis
Faculty sponsors help the students "clarify, set up and
realize their goals." Dagogny explained "The student's
obligation is to carry the program out "
The student is responsible for making his own
arrangements. Dapogny said She said experimental studies
does help by making existing information available lo the
students
Planning ahead for an overseas trip is very important.
Dapogny explained
"Students should start a couple of
quarters ahead." she added

Nixon
WASHINGTON (API-The prospect of a
return to political activity by former
president Richard M Nixon is creating
little enthusiasm among top Republicans
Nixon discussed the possibility of doing
some fund-raising and campaigning, once
his health improves, at a luncheon in San
Clemente. Calif., last week.
Vice President Nelson A Rockefeller
brushed off a question Wednesday on
whether
Nixon could still help the
Republican party
"Let's not bring up the past Let's go
forward." Rockefeller said

Maumee fire
TOLEDO
i API-Several
thousand
residents of suburban Maumee returned
yesterday to the homes they fled to escape
noxious fumes from a burning fertilizer
storage tank
Authorities estimated at least 3.500
persons were evacuated after the fire broke
out Wednesday night.

WASHINGTON
1 APIPresident Ford extended his
clemency program for one
month,
until
March
1.
because of heightened interest,
the White House
announced yesterday.
The
program,
in
the
absence of any presidential
action, would have died mid
nighltonight

AT

ROME iAP)-Tbe Vatican lost about 156
million in the Sindona banking scandal last
year about a tenth of its liquid assets, a
financial adviser to the Vatican is quoted as
saying
In an interview published yesterday by
the weekly magazine Espresso. Massimo
Spada. 70. gave his assessment of Vatican
losses in the collapse of Italian financier
Michele Sindona s banking empire.

Due to efforts by the Northwest Ohio Great Lakes
Research Center and Vermilion residents, the only existing
copies of the "Vermilion News" dating from 1897-1964 were
preserved on microfilm for public use.
The newspaper, the only one in Vermilion during that
period, was saved from destruction by donations from
Vermilion residents and the center s assistance
The Vermilion paper is available to the public in the
Vermilion Public Library and the center, in 214A Graduate
Center
The center is open from 8 a m. -5 p m. on weekdays

ALPHA PHI
LOLLIPOP SALE

THE

SAME

lime.

Carl —

Vatican losses

Newspaper preserved

bicycle at a moving van. Many villagers loft the area when Viol Cong forces
and government troops began fighting, but a rocont latup in hostilities hat
permitted tome to return I AP Wirephoto)

Ford lengthens clemency span

newsnotes
Seventeen
firemen and several
policemen were reported treated for
inhalation of toxic gases and minor burns
Deputy Fire Chief Charles Carr said one
unidentified fireman remained hospitalized, but in good condition He said the
others were released after treatment
Several dozen area residents also were
released after treatment for minor eye and
throat irritations at local hospitals
Fire, police and Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency officials remained on
the scene of the lire at the tank firm. The
Anderson's, at noon yesterday, but Carr
said the fire was out and all danger over

A South Vietnamese family returns to their homo in Hoal Due, using a rickety

Returning refugees

get well

three
national
groups
repeated their call for universal and unconditional
amnesty instead ol Ford's
conditional clemency which
involves up to 24 months of
alternative service in lowpay jobs
The National Council of
Churches in Special Ministries-Vietnam Generation,
the Central Committee lor
Conscientious Objectors and
the American Civil Liberties
I'mon said the program
lailed to achieve Ford's goal
of binding the wounds of
war

They predicted it would
not succeed in the future
THE
WHITE
HOUSE
noted that only about 7.400
oi an estimated 137.000 eligible men so far have
decided to participate in the
program
announced
lasl
September.
But
Ford's statement
announcing the extension
said
"1 believe that many ol
those who could benelil
from
it are only
now
learning of its application to
their cases This belief is

based on
a signilicant
increase in the number ol
applications and inquiries
over the past few weeks
when publicity and communications about the program
were
greatly
expanded "

THE BOARD has jurisdiction over 8,700 convicted
dralt violators and about
111.000 lormer servicemen
who were court-martialed or
given punitive or undesirable discharges for going
AWOL or deserting.

ABOl'T 3.MM men signed
up for the program about the
major publicity campaign
was launched

The Justice Department
has control over 4,400 unconvicted draft evaders. The
Defense Department is in
charge of 12.500 unconvicted
deserters

Charles E. (ioodell. chairman of the President's Clemency Board, had asked for
a six month extension.

MEN! - WOMEN!
I0BS "N SHU'S' No e-prnerKe re
qutied Eicellent pay Wuild*iilr
IrairH Prrtecl summer |ob or career
Send i.l 00 lor mtormalw SIAIA<
Oeol P 15 I'O Hoi ?04l Porl
Angeles Wisrmglon 9SV>,>

SHADOW PLAID
3 PIECE

THE
GODFATHER

WOOL SUIT

AYS THE ALPHA CHl
RAVER WILL BE
AN OFFER
YOU CAN'T
REFUSE

■HOtt

for

All three programs are
extended bv Ford's order

In continuing our great $250,000 stock reduction
sale we offer to the man with discriminating taste a
3 piece, 100% wool suit with special detail that is
sure to catch the eye. This suit represents the uttimat classic approach to traditional clothing with a
hint of fashion The vest is single breasted with a
shawl lapel The coat has a partially concealed
Ihroat latch, hacking pockets and a ticket pocket
This beautiful shadow plaid has several color variations See many other fantastic values all by
famous makers

104.7 stereo

SAVE $97

Toledo, Ohio

ALTERATIONS EXTRA
eaisiNis

CARDIAC AID

_

"Help Lick Heart Disease'

SALE$JJ

Feb. 1,2,6,12,13

DELICIOUS
SPAGHETTI
DINNERS

OPEN TILL
9 P.M. TONIGHT
5:30 P.M. ON SATURDAY

from$1.59to$1.99
Four varieties to choose trom. all served in our old
world site super bowl with fancy Parmesan cheese,
warm garlic roll, and all the salad you can eat.

,i

E. WOOSTER STREET
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL
STADIUM.

—plus—

Firesign Theatres "MARTIAN SPACE PARTY"
OPEN AT
11 JO
SHOW AT
1200

ALL
SEATS
$1.50

FRI.-SAT. AT MIDNIGHT ONLY!

C^)7^^u^
4/

T

THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIER
109 South Main, Bowling Green, Ohio

MASTERCHARGE
BANKAMERICARD
J.O. MAOAR
REVOLVING CHARGE

i
Ft*,* 4/ th* 6<i Hews. flWay, January 31, 1975
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He said last year's deferment date was Feb. 8. llowevei
Martin said many students gain admittance to (In
University by using the available options
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The Mobile Military Mu
scum is a museum without a
Inn ni'
M'li mr'' the museum has ,
drawn up a tentative lease
with Ihe County O'ommissiiuiiis mil the Citv Parks
Illusion lor use of part of
llu uld Wood County Home.
Ihe iiiiisiuin articles'' are
currently living stored in an
unriiscluM-d location.
An or ding to Harold M.
Klitss statutory agpnt for
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Alsberg
said
each
member selects a name and
identity of a probable Middle
Ages character. He then
becomes that person to all
other SCA
members.
University members are
planning to meet about
twice each month to discuss
costumes, arts and SCA
business, said Alsberg They
also meet with other areas,
called
baronies,
twice
monthly to eat. sing, dance,
fight or wench, she said
Interested students should
contact Alsberg at 372 4012

the museum, details of the
lease have yet to be decided
TIM' museum was founded
for "the restoration and preservation of military aril
facts." Krless said
The items range historically from Indian artifacts
to modern weapons and are
not limited to any particular
branch or field of the service
Some of the items are
available for display at
schools or fairs. Kriess said,
which is Ihe reason for the

"mobile" in the museum's
name
"For every weapon, we
have about 30 other items."
Friess
said,
including
badges, uniforms, insignia
and
photographs.
The
museum also has information for those persons interested in researching a particular area of the military,
he added
Kness said that World
War It Japanese artifacts
have the highest monetary
value on todays market.

German items also are good
investments, but so many
reproductions are made, il
takes an expert eye to distin
guish the difference, he
explained.
The museum is a non
profit, educational organization with about 75 members
The museum is supported by
membership and donations
Friess said.
Someday, he said, he
would
like to see the
museum in a building of ils
own.

by Garry Trudeau
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Uwatwtll *. Bela Sigma I-In will hold a ckiUiing drive in the Pacully
lasMUjeoM ili.'.'n.111<mi ul il"- Ciiiimfrom 12-4 today
lllieii Phulography l-ib Km ixi lech Bldg » am lo 3 p m Open
lu llu WISH Academic Coiniiiunilv. Chemicals are supplied Bring
mi own pi inl napei A fee of $ On will be charged In your bursar's
bill lui each session
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immuw I'U

In- sk.iiuu; Karlv with deal studenls Ironi the Torch group of
Iol.slo Iron 12 IS lu I 4S Mill be Uking these students lo Ihe in.
vs V urk histtey gaim- at S II inleresled sign-up on the bulletin
ouai d aerosa Irom 4IU Kduraiion Bldg
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Sunday l-cbruary 1. IW7S
Alpha I'lu Omega iNatiunal Seivice l-'iai i will hold an
iiilin ni ili.'iinl meotlag about their upriuning prujecls at 1 JO p in
in the Wa>oe Itoom ul Ihe Union

LIL' SIS RUSH
FEB. 10, 11,

' %0*<V IM'» -*li »l>.
N ■ - - tl**»4
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Worship service in iin-l.-x Christian fellowship. ( p.m . Sunday.
SI ""hii < Kplscopal Church IWK. WuvslerSt
Tin- sailme. Club will meel tuniahl al 7 In Hni M3 of Hayes Hall.
t)|M'ii in all Kveryone interesled in sailing spring quarter should he
alli-mhii|! club meetings nuw.

Sign up in Dorms
Next Week.
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The In.SI' Karate Club will meet In the Aud nl SI Thomas Moore
Parish today alt:*),
Monday Pebruary 3, ifTS

Any Questions Call 352-5078
After 5 p.m.

I In stud. ui Nursing Urganixaluai will hold an information nighl for
l-ii nuisinit majors, awl anyone interested In the nursing program
II mi' a IV p ill in Ihe Alumni Hoom of the Cm.m
inii.iiii.iwil Services will bold a seminar un Statistical Package
Im the :»»ial Science* i SPSS i In Km 221 of th* Math-Srienre Bklg
alt today
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LOCAL ROCK BAND
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
NIGHTS

• FREE ADMITTANCE WITH THIS AD—

Need help la History- Tutoring
available 12*4171.

LOST Wallet Reward
nun:i52 35M

Lach-

LOST WalkH in Commuter lot
between Hi main-Id. Sigma No,
Only idenullcatioa REWARD
2-54*3

NITE
CLUB

OPENINGS FOR TEAS - PH. 352 0740

TYPING HONK ■■!

Huh needed In MARDI OKAS
Leave February 7
Helarn
Thursday 3H4MS

LOST
i.i.kl bracelet Ruby
Mis lun- engraved on inside
Hew.ud Please i aU 262-1116

JANUARY i\ FEB. 1

GIGOLO

BHIFS

HlSr»MirtXND

Bring this ad with you
for FREE admittance
Friday or Saturday
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1
4J1

start. Warm up for our fire-up
tea tomorrow The Betas.

One female roommate needed.
fbi, mo UtiliUes 392-6311 alter
S.

IV7fi

I'll. B(!S|I UeotOgJ Club will meel in Bin 70 of tlverman Hall al 12
n.-'ii in Huh will speak un. The IV74 Pield Camp Course in
lluranga Kraoeaffag

CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

Hrat day •• ImwHwi.

ivii inn Near campus. 354 »ttl
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A Duplii
Bridge Maleh will be held Sunday. Keb I in the Ohio
Suite ol I IK llninn. s|wn»ired by the Campus Bridge Club I'lav will
si.ul iiinmplly al I UI.IIKI is u|M'ii la all experienced bridge playeri
. illii-i with ur witliiKii a partner Before Ihe inatih begins, four
linpliii-s willtieawardiMl lo those having Ihe highest average scores
hii Hve nui nl wven nuiches during the first hall ol Ihe year

1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist

lONKtHlATl-OOi 10.00

MI

t-riil.ii

llu iMlii. u( liiti-in.iiinn.il Suidenl Pronram will meel tonight al
Km III of WUlMw Hall Iram M ' Basle Knglish Conversation", a
new |un|.|.iiii In be i iimlm h-d by Hnberl Snyder. a former Peace
I m|" winktY will »|M'iik Kvery Pri evening beginning Jan 31. Ail
Iota II.III.'II il students & their wives are invited lu allend

ABORTION

M«fl«4

I AMI'ISI AI.KNIIAK

All Jewish -ilu.li ni.- Ii I .mi lit invited t" i-elvbrnH' the Sabtwlh in
l-i.iiii i h.i|M.|at« IV|i ni

STARTING RATE 425.00
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Hi, VICHIII ns Prograni Hoard will inert Uslav al .1 in Km 2u:! ul
Haves Hall

for free delivery
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. all: 352-5128
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RICK & LISA

Double Crust
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Congratulations

Free
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ABOUT 1170, a SCA began
at the University, laid Altberg, but it died out last
year. Just last week, an
organisational meeting was
held, and a new SCA has
begun.
During the week,
the
members are like any other
University
student.
But
when the weekends come.

dancing, weaving, jewelrymaking, cheering for their
fighters and receiving the
attentions of the gentlemen.

Alsberg said, they attend
tournaments and fight for
their titles ki addition to
their "lives."
Fighting, the main apart
for men, allows only the use
of medieval weapons such as
a broadsword, mace, axe or
spear, said Alsberg. She said
the men must wear protective armor, especially a
helmet
The fighting is serious.
Alsberg said,
and even
though the weapons are not
made of metal but are wood
and
rattan,
injuries do
occur.
Alsberg said women practice the ancient arts of
needle
work,
cooking.

Mobile museum still homeless

■•■

»? 1 ■''

rUyna M Aliberg. sophomore I AJiSl
The SCA, which began
almost 10 years ago in California, according to Alsberg.
la a recreation of the Middle
Ages with all the appropriate titles. tourrtaments and
talents
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Where,
my lords and
ladies' In the Society for
i 11 alive
Anachronism
IMA ''
Presently Uiere are eight
memberi but membership
is open, arcording to Seneschal (spokeswoman) "Lady
Kayna.' otherwise known as
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Where do men still fight
earn other with swords,
maces and axes far the
lioiHir of a lady?
Where do loudly laughing
barbarians throw serving
wenches'
over
their
.in-!I'll i s and belly dancers
il.
h. I.ii •• the king"

quarter 1976 Applicants may also begin freshman classes
in January 1976 without summer quarter attendance

1

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

By Handl Wetner

THOSE persons who apply for admission after Keb 14
have several alternatives.
They may begin fall quarter 1975 at the Kiretands
Campus, or start classes during the summer quartet,
dropping out fall quarter then continuing classes winter

l

I

Group revives chivalry

Since Oct 1 when admissions opened, Martin said his
office has filed more than 21.000 requests for applications
Mart* said, however, only 3.300 students will be
admittelPas freshmen In Septembei and many of them
have already been notified of their admission status.

University defers
75-76 applicants

TJWIM typing JU-Tja*
362
Theses

TyraVMdMW 311-71
Typing,

Esperlenced typist, dlssartatioas. theses, term papers
Ph 362-lsol altar 6p.m.
WANTKO

1 f. ssssoad Is satlian sarlag

qtr an/mo Ckia* lo i
J62-7»lt.
To bay
baseball
yearbooks,
cants, etc 362-1461

Female
spring. f»/SM. 561-6466.

M. roommate to share 3 bdrm
house 1190. m» . John 3S2-OSM
alter 6 pm
____^___
<?omposer needs lyricist lot
SV/SU partnership • male or
female Send samples to P.O
Box M Grand Rapids. Ohio
4J522
2 male roommates to share apt
Close Ui campus f30 mo Call
JS2-IVU

Congratulations Cathy Kenkerl.
first Vice President ol Panhel
Yiwr Delia Zeu Sisters

One male roommale spring i|lr.
Unlvernly Courts Apia Call
3M-V772»»pm

Delia Zeta s congratulate Lisa
and Rick on their DZ-Phi Tau
engagement Happiness always
The Sisters

Female rinmt needed imined
for win. spring qtrs. Free rent
until Peb 15 392-3W6 or 372
Out*

J D
What a treat dinnei
dancing & drinks after your III
upset1 Get psyched'

One male, private entrance,
large room, and bathroom with
shower Near campus 220 trim
Street
PERSONAL*:

Uamssav "M!" loThclaChi at
4. See ya then'
Phi Dells - It was nice to see so
much ol you. Thanx fur Ihe li a
The Alpha Cams.

FOR SALE

Hey IXis' Where's HannahLITH Ihe Pledges
BEE OEF. HEALTH SPA SFZ
Rring your ID and
We'll nuke you an offer
You ran lrefuse
It's even better for those
Of vou with 41) passes
;th*HighSts_3S4-7271

Abortion Information Service.
Starting rate $125 Clinic veryclose to area
1-24 week
pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Modern techniques and finest
facilities
Immediate
arrangements will be made
with no hassle Call collect 24
hour service 1-216-631 1557
Abortion Information - Finest
medical care available at the
lowest
cost.
Immediate
appointrnenis. Toll free 1-6004J64T10
Personalized "tl's" or "Tee's"
lor your special guys Iron the
Deo Many Valentine specials to
choose from.
Buy now lor Valentine s Day.
Store wide reductions 10-50%.
Valan «I0»N Main
BOARD EXAM TUTORING
Stanley Kaplan tutoring courses
for May 1676 MCAT exam.
Classes held la Cleveland For
inlo call 313-354-0065 or write
21711 W
16 Mile Rotd
SoulhfieM. Mich 46075
Kim
Did you remember
January 31. 1*74' Thanks for a
fantastic year Al

score

Sl'MMF.R
CAMP
INTKRVIFWS
On campus
Wednesday. February 5lh III
am - 2 pm. Akron YMCA
positions for male and female
stable director,
general
counselor with skills in archery
riflery.
ecology,
crafts Schedule your interview
at the Student Kmplovment
Offk e_Salary range Itno -JBW.su

DG's: All we have to say is
Anchor's Away", gel psvebed

lor tonight' the BETAS
Gamma PM's: Let's get the
Mardi Gras off to a fhunio

66 Valiant. 6 cyl . auto , clean
IIMPG After 6.3S4-S724_
1973 Vega Excellent cond Uoad
commuter car 2I25MPI; 1U-U
olfer 352-4043
1»72 At.'DI IOOIJ while with ml
interior air. stereo. 4 spd. 20-2*
MPG 3300 or best offer Diaig.
372 4*34
Complete 125 gal aquarium set
up_37 2-1469
Solid State Magnavnx stereo
record piavei 352 7265
70 Maverick. 6 cyl stick Best
offer 352-6976.
Guinea pig Good pet with
revenue value SS4-26M aficr S

pm
TOR REST
1 bedroom apt
furnished
$165 -mo. Pam 372-2017 before 5
or 3524111.
Cherry Hill Village leasing
Club bouse with indoor heated
pool Office hours 9-5 M-F 65.1
Napoleon Rd Suite! 352«24»
Preferred Property Rentals
House, and Apartments. 352
9371
Efficiency to sub-lease spring
quarter Close lo campus 352
1661.
Rooms near campus Fall 4
summer rentals. Phone 3517166
We have many apartments ant*
bouses for rent for summer ass)
fall Call Newlove Realty - 26*
I
bedroom apartsneat at
Campus Couple Available«, III
16 mo lease JUM/rm 261M
or 152-7365 evenlags

Ir
\

FrMoy, J«n««y 31,1 »73. Th« M N«n/P^t S

Auto makers expand cutbacks
DETROIT
(APIAmerican Motors Corp. said
yesterday it is broadening
production cutbacks for next
week to four facilities,
where 11.350 workers will be
temporarily furlougbed
The move will leave
nearly half AMC's 23.000
workers on layoff-three
times the number previously
planned.
MEANWHILE. Chrysler
Corp announced it will
operate all but one of its six
U.S. assembly plants next
week, recalling moat of the
12.000 workers on temporary
layoff this week
General Motors said
Wednesday it is expanding
production cutbacks for next
week beyond previously
announced plans. Ford
Motor Co has not disclosed
its output plans for February

SOME 248.000 production
workers, more than a third
Of the industry's 687.000
hourly employes, are on
temporary or indefinite
layoff this week.
The auto companies have
closed plants and cut workforces to reduce inventories
which have ballooned in
recent months due to an
anemic selling pace.
AMC SAID it is suspending
production of all models but
the new Pacer at its
Kenosha, Wis . assembly
plant, where 4,500 workers
will be laid off next week. In
addition, the firm is closing
its Milwaukee body plant
and laying off aU 3.000
workers.
AMC also is shutting its
Jeep plant in Toledo. Ohio,
for the weak, the first
closing there dace the
industry's sales slump began
more than a year ago. A
company spokesman said

local briefs....
Mattresses
Yesterday's News article on dormitory policy toward
students putting mattresses on the floor may have caused
confusion on one point
Students living in University residence halls may be
permitted to set their mattresses on the bottom frame of
the bed directly on the floor if they provide coasters to
prevent the carpet from tearing
This is not University policy yet. but Student Assembly
is working on this and other proposals to allow students to
put their mattresses on the floor, according to Teresa
Bertone. sophomore i Ed. i. student assembly member.

O/G
Forms for the Ohio Instructional (jrant will be
processed beginning Monday, according to Beryl Smith,
director of the Office of Financial Aid.
Smith said final deadline for grant applications is Aug 8

Dinner honor
I >r Richard Eakin. vice-provost for student affairs, and
Richard Lenhart. coordinator of student activities and
organizations, will be honored by the World Student
Association at the Indian Association's annual dinner
The dinner will be at 6 p.m. Saturday, at the Trinity
Methodist Church. 200 N Summit St.
Those interested in attending may make arrangements
at the International Student Programs Office. 16 Williams
Hall Donation for the dinner is $3 for adults and SI for
children 6-12 years old

Concert
Edward and Virginia Marks will present a concert at 8
P in Sunday in Recital Hall. School of Music
A pianist, she directs the University's Creative Arts
Program Her husband, assistant professor of performance studies, plays clarinet
The free concert will include "Sonata for Clarinet and
Piano'' by L Bernstein and Scilienne for Clarinet and
Piano" by F. Francoeur

Theft charges
Police arrested two juveniles on charges of theft and one
man for contributing to the delinquencv of juveniles
Wednesday
The three were arrested after falsely soliciting orders
and deposits for fruit.
Last December, the Future Farmers of America Club of
Bowling Green High School took orders and deposits for
fruit baskets as a fund raising project Tommy F Meekre.
of 17327 N. Dixie Highway, and the two juveniles also took
orders and deposits by claiming to be members of the
future farmers
The three solicited homes in Bowling Green. Maumee
and Toledo They will appear in Juvenile Court, but a date
has not yet been set
Eric Love. 18. of Mansfield was arrested on charges of
auto trespassing He will appear in Bowling Green
Municipal court Thursday

3.000 of Jeep's J,800 workers
will be on layoff
THE AUTO maker has
1.300 hourly workers on
layoff this week-450 indefinitely and 850 through next
week at Brampton, Ont.
CHRYSLER, which has
had the majority of its
117.000 production workers
on layoff since last
November, said its Newark.
Del. plant will still be

closed again next week with
1.800 workers on layoff.
The Newark plant has
been shut for an unprecedented three months.
Chrysler has three plants
closed this week and 51.000
workers on open-ended
layoff
GM. WITH 6.000 workers
at three car plants on
temporary layoff this week,
is closing seven plants and
putting 15.505 workers out of

work next week. The auto
giant also has 100.000 of its
370.000 hourly workers on
indefinite layoff
GM said next week's cutbacks are greater than originally planned when the company scheduled sharp reductions in firstquarter output
last December.
Ford has 78.000 of its
176.000 production workers
on layoff this week, including 33.000 on indefinite furlough

Department updates title
of communication course
Communication studies is
a new name for an old
course of study
When it was introduced
into the speech department
curriculum in 1050. it was
called public address, later
becoming rhetoric communication.
Dr James R Wilcox.
assistant professor of speech
and area head of communication studies, said the
name change reflects the
University's desire to "keep
up with the way the field is
going "
Dr Wilcox described communication studies as "the
study of face-lo-face interpersonal communication,
whether in a public speaking
situation or organizational

setting, a speaker-audience
situation or a small group "
Educational institutions,
business organizations and
governmental programs
seek individuals who have a
broad understanding of concepts and principles of
communication. Dr Wilcox
explained
STUDENTS IN the communication studies program
take courses in small group
communication, argumentation, public speaking,
persuasion, group leadership, communication theory,
interpersonal and organizational communication, critical analysis of contemporary public address and
language and behavior

In communication studies.
Dr. Wilcox said, students
are given the chance to take
part in forensics. which provides a competitive experience for students interested
in debate or in a variety of
Individual speaking events.
Although the job market is
light. Dr. Wilcox said graduates from the communication studies programs have a
"very good chance" of
obtaining employment
The students are qualified
for positions in such areas as
industrial management, corporate sales and sales
research and audience analysis and market research,
he said

Opera tells tale of revenge
A light-hearted opera by
waltz king Johann Strauss
will be presented at 8 p m
I- fb 12 and 14 in Main Auditorium. University Hall, by
the College of Musical Arts
as its liuli annual opera production
"Die Fledermaus." The
Bat. is a three-act opera
which premiered in Vienna
101 years ago. during times
that were strikingly similar
to those of 1975
The opera is a tale of
revenge against a practical
joker The character Dr.

Falke attends a fancy dress
ball in a bat costume and is
left to sleep in a public place
by his friend von Eisenstein
The following day he is
awakened by a jeering
crowd
DR. FALKE is played by
bass Warren Allen, professor of performing studies
and von Eisenstein is played
by tenor Hex Kikum. associate professor of performing studies
Strauss' work will be sung
in English ' and produced

entirely by University
faculty and staff
Musical direction will be
by Dr. Ivan Trusler.
director of choral activities
Thomas M Almaguer.
teaching fellow in speech
who staged last year's "Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde, will
provide stage direction
Persons wishing to
support the musical production as a benefactor, sponsor
or patron, or those wishing
ticket information, should
call 372-2045

Premium Fresh Seafood Restaurant

NOW STAFFING
Waiters, Waitresses, Broiler Cooks, and Lounge
help needed. A great way for an added income. Good pay and pleasant working conditions.
Just up Route 23, Sylvania. Ohio
Apply in Person

SKIPJACK 82
Mon thru Fri. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SW corner Monroe Street at
Route 23 - 419-882-3040

Drive canceled
The HURT i Help Us Recycle Trash) drive scheduled for
February has been canceled due to the decreased demand
for paper and the unavailability of a dealer to service it.
However, members will continue to search for a means to
conduct the drive at a future date.

SUMMER CHURCH CAMP JOBS M MKHttAN Bill White, Director of four Lutheran
Camps in Michigan, will interview persons Wednesday, February 12, from
3:00 - 5:30 at the student chapel. Call
352-3422 for additional information.

•v-

Students discuss wages
Student employes interested in discussing University wage policies will meet
at 8 p.m Monday in 105
llanna Hall, The meeting
will be conducted by students to obtain input on
wage concerns (or the
upcoming year
The University this year
pays 85 per cent of the minimum wage set lor institu
turns of higher education A
certificate exempting the
I'niversity from paying full
minimum wage to full-time
students was obtained from
the Department of Labor
office in Chicago The cerlitu.iic must be renewed
annually

Or Michael Ferrari, vice
president for resource planning, yesterday said the
administration hopes to pay
full minimum wage next
year However, he added
that no formal decision had
been made
That issue will be consi
dered with many others
during the next six weeks
when students and faculty
debate budget issues." Dr
Ferrari said
WAGE
PAYMENTS
involve the general fee.
dining hall and educational
budgets, according lo Dr
Ferrari He said Ihe general
fee is involved since some
areas employing students.

such as the Union and the
Health Center, are linanced
through the general fee
Dr. Ferrari said if the
University decides to pay
minimum wage, directors of
areas hiring students will be
responsible for financing the
payments
Dr Ferrari said Ihe University wants to pay
minimum wage to improve
a sense of equity among students and non-students
working on campus
Whether you'rea student
or not. isn't as relevent as
the nature of the work, said
Dr. Ferrari "II ithe jobi
should be justly compensated "

Need Help With Your Resume?? we 11 ten you what data you
need, and write a profesional and comprehensive resume for you, for
a small fee. Send yourname and phone no. through campus mail to:
Women in Communications c/o 805 Administration Bldg. and we'll
contact you.
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THE HLTIX^H
PET HI K JP
1011 S. MAIN, BOWLING GREEN, O.

SALE
on

UAO Presents
The Cannonball Adderoly Quintet

4 -10 DYNAFLO
$Q00

>8

Sunday , February 2, at 8:00 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom

Craft exhibit
Nearly ISO ceramic, fiber, wood, enamel, metal, glass
and jewelry objects will be featured at the University 1975
Invitational Crafts Exhibition, which opens Sunday in the
School of Art Gallery. Fine Arts Bldg
All 26 invited artists, from throughout the country, have
exhibited their work extensively in competitive and oneman shows
Among the prominent craftsmen included in the
exhibition are Fritz Dreisbach of Athens, who works in
glass, and Georgie Bick of Lambert ville. Mich, a full-time
weaver who has worked on the renovation of historical
pieces for the Metropolitan Museum in New York.
Gallery hours are 8 am -5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

Contamplating things b.yond the porch Html to b. juil the
activity te fill a lunny aft.rnaon. (N.wiphoto by Ed Suba)

Sunny side

EACH

Penny Sale On Many Fish and Plants
"Cannonball" will hold a
• :i clmic from 400 to
6:00 p.m. - Grand Ballroom

Concert tickets cost $3.50
and are available at the UAO office

PH 354-9603

All You Can Eat
Buffet Dinner

Have A Fling With —

Original Recipes of India
Chicken, Beef, & Pork Delicacies
& 10 other dishes

"DIE FLEDERMAUS"

Sat. Feb. 1st at 6:00 P.M.

TUES. FEB. 11 - STUDENT NIGHT - 8 P.M.

Trinity United Methodist Church

MAIN AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION $2.50 - ALL SEATS
AVAILABLE 109 JOHNSTON HALL - OR AT DOOR

FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED
NONE RESERVED *
• IF PURCHASED BY FEB. 3, BLOCKS AVAILABLE TO BGSU STUDENTS

Tickets Available At:
International Programs
Rm 16 Williams Hall
Phone - 372-2247
Donation.- Adult - $3.00 Children - $1.00

I
*>o<l»4.trM «fc r*BW4> rttoo-*, Jonuory 31, 1975
Since Oct 1 when admissions opened, Martin said his
office has filed more than 21,000 requests for applications
Marts* said, however, only 3.300 students will be
adrnlttevas freshmen in Septembet and many of them
have already been notified of their admission status.

University defers
75-76 applicants
\

' I. IM-CHMIC [In- lir .1 -l.ill' assisted Ohio
I'
10 • •innuiir* Its duii Id begin deferring
*J
>- . - t l.ill '. mi OITIing ' ! hni.in ( I,INS
lohn A
M rlin
dnrectef of MIIDISIAOM, said the
hf(lll rtclerrtiif applications from
i men on Feb. 14.
Mi
iii
ilalf does nol allecf lliose persons
.11 iu ntjmjsjl progrMni, including the
i
i lYiigram and inc evening program.
HI

THOSE persons who apply for admission after Keb 14
have several alternatives
They may begin fall quarter 1*75 at the r'ireUnds
Campus, or start classes during the summer quartet,
dropping out fall quarter then continuing classes winter
quarter 1976 Applicants mav also begin freshman classes
in January 1976 without summer quarter attendance
He said last year's deferment dale was Keb. H llowevef
Martin said many students gain admittance to the
University by using the available options
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The Mobile Military Mu
scum is a museum without a
Inline
Although the museum has ,
ill awn up a tentative lease
willi (he County (ominis
■kaMfl anil the Citv Parks
Illusion for use of part of
the old Wood County Home,
the museum articles' are
cuiicnlli ln'ing stored In an
undisclosed location
According to Harold M.
rrknM, statutory agent for
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Where* my lords and
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members but membership
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Where do men sUII light
each uther with swords.
m.iees and axe* for the
honor of a lady?
Where do loudly laughing
barbarians throw serving
wenches
over
Iheir
shouldfis and belly dancers
IUIII. . in'l.in-the king'

Kayna M. Alsberg. sophomore (A4.S)
The SC'A. which began
almost 10 yean ago in California, according to Alabarg.
ii a recreation of the Middle
Ages with all the appropriate titles, toarnament* and
talents
ABOUT IfJt). a SCA began
at the University, said Alaberg, but it died out last
year. Just last week, an
organizational meeting was
held, and a new SC'A has
begun.
During the week, the
members are like any other
University student.
But
when the weekends come.

Alaberg said, they attend
tournaments and light for
their titles in addition to
their "lives ''
Fighting, the main sport
for men. allows only the use
of medieval weapons such as
a broadsword, mace, axe or
spear, said AUberg. She said
the men must wear protective armor, especially a
helmet
The fighting is serious.
Alsberg said, and even
though the weapons are not
made of metal but are wood
and
rattan,
injuries do
occur.
Alsberg said women practice the ancient arts of
needle
work,
cooking.

dancing, weaving, jewelrymaking, cheering for their
fighters and receiving the
attentions of the gentlemen
Alsberg
said
each
member selects a name and
identity of a probable Middle
Ages character. He then
becomes that person to all
other
SCA
members.
University members are
planning to meet about
twice each month to discuss
costumes, arts and SCA
business, said Alsberg They
also meet with other areas
called
baronies,
twice
monthly to eat. sing, dance,
fight or wench, she said
interested students should
contact Alsberg at 372 4012

Mobile museum still homeless
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Group revives chivalry

ANSWfR 10 PREVIOUS PUfllf
4U Lends clinrni to
42 nf the moon
44 Have ii - (hold
a grudge
niruinitl
ir> Fastened firmly
in Fashion
47 Mock
M Naval officer:
Al.l.i
'.'I Fateful ilnv for
Caesar
,1 Self-centered
trait!
157 Pen point
Mi Siniulnlc

Ihmir

the museum, details of the
lease have yet to be decided
The museum was founded
for "the restoration and preservation of military artifacts.'' Filess said
The items range historically from Indian artifacts
to modern weapons and are
not limited to any particular
branch or field of the service
Some of the Items are
available for display at
schools or fairs. Friess said,
which is the reason for the

"mobile" in the museum's
name
"For every weapon, we
have about 30 other items."
Friess
said,
including
badges, uniforms, insignia
and photographs
The
museum also has information for those persons interested in researching a particular area of the military,
he added
Friess said that World
War ll Japanese artifacts
have the highest monetary
value on today s market.

by Garry Trudeau
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German items also are good
investments, but so many
reproductions are made, it
takes an expert eye to distinguish the difference, he
explained
The museum is a non
profit, educational organiza
tion with about 75 members
The museum is supported by
membership and donations
Friess said
Someday, he said, be
would
like to see the
museum in a building of its
own
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ngela's Pizza

Congratulations

RICK & LISA

Free

~*m>~ CL3SSIFIED ~«®fe~

ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT

Double Crust

W. ■•• Ml ,M«*majh> tm mlii.li.,

Good luck and best wishes,

Sin reb. 2 & Mdn. Feb. 3

from
The Staff

. all: 352-5128
for free delivery
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STARTING RATE '125.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

-<M.

M. roommate to share 3 bdrm.
house II9U mu John 352-0SI0
after 0 pm

lie (Ml ii. ■>( international Student ITugram will meet tonight al
Km MM WIMaihl llllll ftWII TI ' Basic Knglinh Conversation'. a
in >. |iiovi.iiii to be iimducted by Hubert Snyder. a formei I'euce
i "■ i' „.,ii.'i Mill s|.t ik Kvery Kri evening beginning Jan 31. All
luiei national students & their wives are invited luutlend

Composer needs lyricist lor
50,50 partnership • male or
female Send samples to P.O
Bos It Crand Rapids. Ohio

UuudwIHt Hela Sigma I'hi will hold a ckilhiiig drive is the Kacalty
l4MngeuH tlie'.hi.I floor ol tin' I in..II 11 i.iII 12-4 today
Upea I Ttoiograpliy Ub Hni 232 Tech Hldg 1 a in to 3 p m Open
In tit. Hi ;si I Academic I'oimnunilv. dieuik'aU are supplied Bring
>
vin |.i hit papei A fee ol I 50 will be charged to your bursar s
lull loi each sevsuHi
Ice Skallug Party with deal students li'om the 'Torch group of
loledu Hum 12 151 to I 45 Will be taking these students to the Hti
vs York li.^-kev game at 3 If interested sign-up on Ihe bulletin
."a' il arrnaifrom 4l(iKducalion Bldg

PHI KAPPA
TAU

Suml.iv rebruaiy 2. Is75

LIL' SIS RUSH
FEB. 10, 11,

I he siiiiliiil Nursing I Irganiulion will hold an information night for
In iiut^ing majors, awl anyone interested In the nursing program
linn, it lap m in the Alumni Boom of the I'mmi
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FREE ADMITTANCE WITH THIS AD"

GIGOLO
Presenting PUNKS
LOCAL ROCK BAND
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
NIGHTS

TYPING DONE 3H0B4.

Hull in ',led to MARDI CHAS
Leave Kebniary 7
Itetarn
Thutsdav 36I4M0

Need help la History Tutoring
availa^SSMJTJT

LOST ANII TO! Ml

Experienced typist, dissertatioiis, theses, term papers
Ph 363-141 after4pm

UTST Wallet Reward Lackman .152 bl-lts
LOST Wallet la Commuter kit
between HiomfleMiSigma Nu.
Only idciilillcalioB REWARD
2-S413

FIB. 1

GIGOLO Slue
• FREE ADMITTANCE WITH THIS AD—a*

HIIIF.S

TOST
(.,*! bracelet Ruby
Mil IUK engraved un instdr
HewarO I Teaae i all 352-4150

Bring this ad with you
or FREE admittance
Friday or Saturday

OPENINGS FOR TEAS - PH. 352-0740

Computational Services will buhl a seminar on Statistical Package
lot Ihe Social Silences iSPSSi In Hm » of the Math-Science BUg
at 4tisl.iv

SERvio:sorFERri>

A

WANTED

I f. sswnwd to sublease spring
qu W/mo CToat to camaaa.
3H71W.
To bay baseball cards k
baseball
yearbooks,
score
cards, etc 3J2-I4W

Tbe=«'« typing 3St-Ttm

.Female laMasae asiarunaat
awing 475/mo. 362 5406

Typing do.

I f.

roomnul* immediately

St'MMF.R
CAMP
INTF.KVIF.WS
On campus
Wednesdav. February r.th III
am - 2 pm. Akron YMCA
positions for male and female
stable director,
general
counselor wilh skills in archety
riflery.
ecology,
cr.-itts.Schedule vour interview
al Ihe Student Fmplovmenl
iHlu .- Salary range M"0 sum
Congratulations Cathy Henkcrl
first Vice President of I'anhel
Ynui Delia Zrla Sisters
Delia Zeta s congratulate Usa
ahd Rick on their DZ-Phi Tau
engagement Happiness always
The Sisters

Female rmml needed immed
for win spring qtrs. Kroe rent
until Keb 15 392-5006 or 372U036

.ID
What a treat dinner
dancing 4 drinks after youi 01
upset' Get psyched'

One male, private enlrance.
large room and bathroom with
shower Near campus 220 Crim
Street
PERSONALS

Gams sav TV toTheta Chi al
4.Seeya then'
Phi Delts ■ It was nice to see su
much of you Thanx lor the 0 a
The Alpha Can'
FOB SALE

Hey DO'*! Where's Hannah'
1.1TB .the Pledges
BEC i; KK HEALTH SPA SICZ
Bring your ID and
We'll make you an offer
You can t refuse

Abortion Information Service
Starting rate 1125 Clinic very
close to area
1-24 week
pregnancy
terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Modern techniques and finest
facilities.
Immediate
arrangements will be made
with no hassle Call collect 24
hour service I-2IS-03I 1557

Sunday.

start. Warm up for our flreap
tea tomorrow The Betas.

One male roommate spring otr
Universitv Courts Apts Call
3S3-O773t-0pm

Warship service. IIHIH-IH Christian Fellowship 6 put
SI I"In. I' pl<copal Church 1506 Y WuuslerSI

Moml.iv February 3.107%

After 5 p.m.

I male roommates to share apt
Close to campus ISO mo Call
352(016

II s evan better for those
01 vou with 40 passes
7lh* High Sts 354-7171

The BOSH Karate (Tub will meet la Ihe And ol St Thomas Moore
i arisktodayattiM.

Any Questions Call 352-5078

43S22

Alpha ITu omega i National Sarvkce Kral i will hold an
mil.i m.ittoiial oioriniK atMNil UTeir uprsiming prujecls al 0:30 p.m.
in the Wavne Boom ol Ihe I nton

Hie Sailing (Tub will meet lonighi al 7 in Hni ion of Hayes Hall
Open lii all Kveryone interested in sailing spring quarter should he
allciiditie. club meetings now

Sign up in Dorms
Next Week.

»__

All Jewish students Ii lacullv Invited to celebrnle Ihe Sabbath in
I'limi Chapel at I aipm

s.iliinl.n l-'ebrunry I, IS75

4udM

L:************** i
■

One female roommate needed
MS/mo Utilities 352 6311 alter

The BOMI! ecology (Tub will meel in Hm 70 uf Overman Hall at 12
III-OII Hi
Itnh will speak un. The IV74 Told (amp Course In
llurango I'rise coffee

24 HOUR SERVICE

JANUARY Jl

jL wMiovNit WINNIItlHFOOH lrdTIGCMTOQ;

470 mo Near campus. 354-9.154

I ruin liou.ilv.il. IIC:.

A IMpUcule llmlgn Maldi will be heUI Sunday. Keli 2 In the Ohio
Suite <>l Ihr Union. s|H>nsore0 by iln- t'Hin|His Hridge (Tub. I'lay will
slut t'i"io|itl> at 1:3(1 mid is open l» all enuerlenred bridge players
cittiei * Mil ur without a partner Hefure Ihe match begins, four
Ii opines »III be awarded to those having the highest average MM
loi Itv e oui of seven mat ihes during the lirsl halt of Ihe year

d.WaW n>

****••*•*

*

ABORTION

.n K.H day •! fcmiilei.

CAMHIS CALENDAR

Tin Women's IVogram Hoard will inert imiav al 3 in Km mi ol
Hayes Hall

fmmimmmumimmmmn mi mil

+ kirk* ****** ******

HOUH KMUM

Abortion Information ■ Finest
medical care available at the
lowest
cost.
Immediate
appointments Toll tree 1400O»3710
Personauted "li's" or "Tee's"
for your special gays from Ihe
Den. Many Valentine specials to
choose from.
Buy now for Valentine s Day
Store wide reductions 10-50'.
Vatan's 100 N Main
BOARD EXAM TUTORING
Stanley Kaplan tutoring courses
for May 1*75 MCAT exam
Classes held in Cleveland For
info call 3I3-354-OOJ5 or write
11711 W.
10 Mile Hoad
SoaUilield Mich 44W5
Kim: Did vou remember
January 31. 1*74? Thanks for a
fantastic year. Al
DGs: All we have to say is
"Anchor's Away", get psyched
far tonight'the BETAS
Gamma Phi's Lets ret the
Mardi Gras off to a flamin

66 Valiani 6 cvl . auln . clean
1IMPG. After t. 354-5724
1173 Vega Excellent condGisHl
commuter car 21 25 Ml t; Besi
offer _3S2 40«
l»72 AUDI I0OLS white wilh led
interior air. stereo. 4 spd. 20-24
MPG 3300 or best ofler Diaig
J72 4634
Complete 125 gal aquarium set
UPJ72-3403
Solid Stale Magnavra
record plavn 352 7206

stereo

70 Maverick. « ryl stick Best
oiler 3H-4S70.
Guinea pig Good pet with
revenue value 354-1654 after I
pm

TORRKW"
1 bedroom apt
lurnisheil
1165 mo Pam 372-2017 before '.
or 352 mil
Cherry Hill Village leasing
Club house with indoor heated
pool Office hours 05 M-F OKI
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 352624S
Preferred Property Rentals
House, and Apartments Jtt
«J7*
Efficiency to sub-lease spring
quarter Close to campus 391
MM
Rooms near campus Fall 4
summer rentals. Phone ttl7M5
We have many apartments i
bouses for rent for summer i
fall Call Newlnve I
7MI
1 bedroom aearbxenl
Campus Couple Available a |
IS mo. lease luTaVnw JSI I
or 352-7365 eveniaaja

~<

(l»
\
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Auto makers expand cutbacks
DETROIT
(API-Ameriean Motors Corp. said
yesterday it is broadening
production cutbacks for next
week to four facilities,
where 11.330 workers will be
temporarily fur toughed
The move will leave
nearly half AMI'S 23.000
workers on layoff-three
times the number previously
planned.
MEANWHILE. Chrysler
Corp announced it will
operate all but one of its six
U.S. assembly plants next
week, recalling most of the
12.000 workers on temporary
layoff this week
General Motors said
Wednesday it is expanding
production cutbacks for next
week beyond previously
announced plans
Ford
Motor Co. has not disclosed
its output plans for February.

SOME 248.000 production
workers, more than a third
of the industry's 687.000
hourly employes, are on
temporary or indefinite
layoff this week.
The auto companies have
closed plants and cut workforces to reduce inventories
which have ballooned in
recent months due to an
anemic selling pace.
AMC SAID it is suspending
production of all models but
the new Pacer at its
Kenoaha. Wis
assembly
plant, where 4.300 workers
will be laid off next week In
addition, the firm is closing
its Milwaukee body plant
and laying off all 3.000
workers.
AMC also Is shutting its
Jeep plant in Toledo. Ohio,
for the week, the first
closing there sine* the
industry's sales slump began
more than a year ago. A
company spokesman said

local briefs . • • •
Mattresses
Yesterday's News article on dormitory policy toward
students putting mattresses on the floor may have caused
confusion on one point
Students living in University residence halls may be
permitted to set their mattresses on the bottom frame of
the bed directly on the floor if they provide coasters to
prevent the carpet from tearing
This is not University policy yet. but Student Assembly
is working on this and other proposals to allow students to
put their mattresses on the floor, according to Teresa
Bertone. sophomore I Ed. I. student assembly member

O/G
Forms lor the Ohio Instructional Grant will be
processed beginning Monday, according to Beryl Smith,
director of the Office of Financial Aid
Smith said final deadline for grant applications is Aug 8

Dinner honor
Dr Richard K.ikin vice-provost for student affairs, and
Richard Lenhart. coordinator of student activities and
organizations, will be honored by the World Student
Association at the Indian Association's annual dinner
The dinner will be at 6 p.m. Saturday, at the Trinity
Methodist Church. 200 N Summit St.
Those interested in attending may make arrangements
at the International Student Programs Office, 16 Williams
Hall Donation for the dinner is 83 for adults and $1 for
children 6-12 years old

Concert
Edward and Virginia Marks will present a concert at 8
p.m Sunday in Recital Hall. School of Music
A pianist, she directs the University's Creative Arts
Program Her husband, assistant professor of performance studies, plays clarinet
The free concert will include Sonata for Clarinet and
Piano by L Bernstein and ' Scilienne for Clarinet and
Piano" by F Francoeur

Theft charges
Police arrested two juveniles on charges of theft and one
man for contributing to the delinquency of juveniles
Wednesday
The three were arrested after falsely soliciting orders
and deposits for fruit.
Last December, the Future Farmers of America Club of
Bowling Green High School took orders and deposits for
fruit baskets as a fund raising project. Tommy F Meekre.
of 17327 N Dixie Highway, and the two juveniles also took
orders and deposits by claiming to be members of the
future farmers.
The three solicited homes in Bowling Green. Maumee
and Toledo They will appear in Juvenile Court, but a date
has not yet been set
Eric Love. 18. of Mansfield was arrested on charges of
auto trespassing He will appear in Bowling Green
Municipal court Thursday

3.000 of Jeep's 3,000 workers
will be on layoff
THE AUTO maker has
1.300 hourly workers on
layoff this week-450 indefinitely and 850 through next
week at Brampton. Ont.
CHRYSLER, which has
had the majority of its
117.000 production workers
on layoff since last
November, said its Newark.
Del., plant will sUll be

closed again next week with
1,800 workers on layoff
The Newark plant has
been shut for an unprecedented three months.
Chrysler has three plants
closed this week and 51.000
workers on open-ended
layoff
GM. WITH 6,000 workers
at three car plants on
temporary layoff this week,
is closing seven plants and
putting 15,505 workers out of

work next week The auto
giant also has 100.000 of its
370.000 hourly workers on
indefinite layoff
GM said next week's cutbacks are greater than originally planned when the company scheduled sharp reductions in firstquarter output
last December.
Ford has 78.000 of its
176.000 production workers
on layoff this week, including 33.000 on indefinite furlough

Department updates title
of communication course
Communication studies is
a new name for an old
course of study
When it was introduced
into the speech department
curriculum in 1050. it was
called public address, later
becoming rhetoric communication.
Dr James R Wilcox.
assistant professor of speech
and area head of communication studies, said the
name change reflects the
University's desire to "keep
up with the way the field is
going "

Dr Wilcox described communication studies as "the
study of face-to-face interpersonal communication,
whether in a public speaking
situation or organizational

setting, a speaker-audience
situation or a small group "
Educational institutions,
business organizations and
governmental programs
seek individuals who have u
broad understanding of concepts and principles of
communication. Dr Wilcox
explained
STUDENTS IN the communication studies program
take courses in small group
communication, argumentation, public speaking,
persuasion, group leader
ship, communication theory,
interpersonal and organizational communication, critical analysis of contemporary public address am)
language and behavior

In communication studies.
Dr Wilcox said, students
are given the chance to take
part in forensics, which provides a competitive experi
ence for students interested
in debate or in a variety of
Individual speaking events
Although the job market is
tight. Dr Wilcox said graduates from the communication studies programs have a
"very good chance" of
obtaining employment.
The students are qualified
for positions in such areas as
industrial management, corporate sales and sales
research and audience analysis and market research,
he said

Opera tells tale of revenge
A light-hearted opera by
waltz king Johann Strauss
will be presented at 8 p.m
Feb. 12 and 14 in Main Audi
'.HI mm University Hall, by
the College of Musical Arts
as its 10th annual opera production
"Die Fledermaus." The
Bat. is a three-act opera
which premiered in Vienna
101 years ago. during times
that were strikingly similar
to those of 1975
The opera is a tale ol
revenge against a practical
joker The character Dr.

Falke attends a fancy dress
ball in a bat costume and is
left to sleep in a public place
by his friend von Kisenstein
The following day he is
awakened by a jeerinp
crowd
DR. FALKE is played by
bass Warren Allen, professor of performing studies
and von Eisenstein is played
by tenor Hex Eikum. asso
ciate professor of performing studies
Strauss' work will be sung
in English ' and produced

entirely by University
faculty and staff
Musical direction will be
by Dr. Ivan Trusler.
director of choral activities
Thomas M. Almaguer.
teaching fellow in speech
who staged last year's "Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde." will
provide stage direction
Persons wishing to
support the musical produc
tion as a benefactor, sponsor
or patron, or those wishing
ticket information, should
call 372-2045.

Premium Fresh Seafood Restaurant

NOW STAFFING
Waiters, Waitresses, Broiler Cooks, and Lounge
help needed. A great way for an added income. Good pay and pleasant working conditions.
Just up Route 23, Sylvama. Ohio
Apply in Person

SKIPJACK 82
Mon. thru Fit 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SW corner Monroe Street al
Route 23 - 419-882-3040

Drive canceled
The HURT ■ Help Us Recycle Trash I drive scheduled for
February has been canceled due to the decreased demand
for paper and the unavailability of a dealer to service it.
However, members will continue to search for a means to
conduct the drive at a future date.

SUMMER CHURCH CAMP JOBS IN MKMGAN -

Bill White, Director of four Lutheran
Camps in Michigan, will interview persons Wednesday, February 12, from
3:00 • 5:30 at the student chapel. Call
352-3422 for additional information.

Contemplating things beyond (ho perch teem, to be just the
activity to fill a tunny afternoen. (Newtphoto by Ed Suba)

Students discuss wages
Studenl employes interested in discussing University wage policies will meet
at 8 p m Monday in 105
llanna Hall. The meeting
will be conducted by students to obtain input on
wage concerns for the
upcoming year
The University this year
pays 85 per cent of the minimum wage set lor institutions of higher education A
certificate exempting the
University from paying full
minimum wage to full-time
students was obtained from
the Department of Labor
office in Chicago The certiIii ale must be renewed
annually

Dr Michael Ferrari, vice
president lor resource planning, yesterday said the
administration hopes to pay
full minimum wage next
year However, he added
that no formal decision had
been made
That issue will be constdered with many others
during the next six weeks
when students and faculty
debate budget issues,' Dr
Ferrari said
WAGE PAYMENTS
involve the general fee.
dining hall and educational
budgets, according to Dr
Ferrari He said the general
fee is involved since some
areas employing students.

such as the Union and the
Health Center, are financed
through the general fee
In Ferrari said if the
University decides to pay
minimum wage, directors of
areas hiring students will be
responsible for financing the
payments
Dr Ferrari said the University wants to pay
minimum wage to improve
a sense of equity among students and non-students
working on campus
Whether you're a student
or not. isn't as relevent as
the nature of the work.' said
Dr Ferrari
It ithe jobi
should be justly compensated "

Need Help With Your Resume?? we'll ten you what data you
need, and write a profesional and comprehensive resume for you, for
a small fee. Send yourname and phone no. through campus mail to:
Women in Communications c/o 805 Administration Bldg, and we'll
contact you.

THE HITTOH
PET HI K )F>
£*&e£££ig
VrVrYVT 1011 S. MAIN, BOWLING GREEN, O.
;Xi
tJifTiiixS:
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SALE
on

UAO Presents
The Cannonball Adderely Quintet

Sunday , February 2, at 8:00 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom

Craft exhibit
Nearly 150 ceramic, fiber, wood, enamel, metal, glass
and jewelry objects will be featured at the University 1975
Invitational Crafts Exhibition, which opens Sunday in the
School of Art Gallery. Fine Arts Bldg
All 26 invited artists, from throughout the country, have
exhibited their work extensively in competitive and oneman shows
Among the prominent craftsmen included in the
exhibition are Fritz Dreisbach of Athens, who works in
glass, and Geurgie Bick of Lambertville. Mich, a full-time
weaver who has worked on the renovation of historical
pieces for the Metropolitan Museum in New York
Gallery hours are 8 am -5 p.m weekdays and 2-5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

Sunny side

4 • 10 DYNAFLO
(
$Q00
8
EACH

Penny Sale On Many Fish and Plants
"Cannonball" will hold a
tree \au clinic from 4.00 to
600 p.m. - Grand Ballroom

/Concert tickets cost $3.50
and are ava'L^'e at the UAO office

PH 354-9603

All You Can Eat
Buffet Dinner

Have A Fling With —

Original Recipes of India
Chicken, Beef, & Pork Delicacies
& 10 other dishes

"DIE FLEDERMAUS"

Sat. Feb. 1st at 6:00 P.M.

TUES. FEB. 11 - STUDENT NIGHT - 8 P.M.

Trinity United Methodist Church

MAIN AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION $2.50 - ALL SEATS
AVAILABLE 109 JOHNSTON HALL - OR AT DOOR

FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED
NONE RESERVED •
* IF PURCHASED BY FEB. 3, BLOCKS AVAILABLE TO BGSU STUDENTS

Tickets Available At:
International Programs
Rm 16 Williams Hall
Phone - 372-2247
Donation: Adult • $3.00 Children - $1.00

Rivalry-Rockets to host ailing Falcon hoopsters
By Dick Ren
Assistant Snorts F.dltor
Circumstance! have dictated tomorrow night's
basketball contest between
Bowling Green and Toledo
as the moat Important of the
year-for both teams.
Yet. while Rocket coach
Bobby Nichols reported yesterday that his team ia well
prepared both mentally and
physically, it is a different

story in Falconland.
Injuries and illness have
put a crimp on BG's hopes in
tomorrow's 8.SO p.m.
encounter with the Rockets
attheTUFIeldhoute
FALCON COACH Pat
Haley supervised a practice
session yesterday that saw
only team members participate
Steve Cooper and Mark
Cartwright have come down

The BG New

with the flu. Cartwright was
not present at practice yesterday, but Cooper was and
he said he should be ready to
play against his former
team
Cooper, who began his
collegiate career at TU and
transferred to BG after his
sophomore season, popped
in 14 points and had five
a'ssists against OU Wednesday night.
Dan Hipsher is still

bothered by a thigh bruise,
and Cornelius Cash has a bad
bruise on the ball of his right
foot. The bruise hampered
Cash' performance against
OU. but "June'' is hopeful
that he will be able to play
tomorrow night.
ALSO ABSENT from yesterday's practice session
was Jeff Montgomery, who
went home to visit his
mother, who underwent

SPORTS

The Falcons. 9-7 overall
and 5-3 in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC), need a
win to stay alive in the
league title race.
At the same time. TU also
needs a win tomorrow night
to keep its loop title hopes
alive. The Rockets, also 9-7
overall but 4-3 in the MAC.
were shocked Wednesday
night by the cellar-dwelling
Kent State Flashes. 52-48
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surgery for cancer.
"We're hurting I don't
know who is going to be able
to play," Haley said.
Haley said both Jay
Underman and Dave Sutton
will see action against the
Rockets. Underman, a M
sophomore, had two points
in Wednesday night's loss.
Sutton, also a sophomore,
did not score against the
Bobcats, but played aggressive defense against OU's
Scott Love.
Andre Richardson will
start at center for the Falcons for the second straight
game after a respectable
performance against OU.

DESPITE THE loss to
Kent. Nichols is confident
that his team can get back
on the winning track.
"I think it's an important
game for both of us."
Nichols said. "Probably, the
most pressure is on us.
because it's a home game

"I think we will rebound
from our Ion. I think we
have some fine young men
on our squad who can react
to adversity." be added.
Nichols said that execution will be key in the
contest while adding that
rebounding would be very
important.
Nichols is expected to
start Jim Kindle and Larry
Cole in the backcourt and
Jim Brown in the picot.
Mike Larsen will start at
one forward, and either
senior Russ Frost or sophomore Dave Speicher will
start opposite him.

•••

The Falcon JV's will be
shooting for their eighth victory of the season in tomorrow's preliminary contest
with TU's junior varsity.
Game-time is 6:15 p.m. at
the TU Fieldhouse for the
contest Earlier in the year,
BG's yearlings beat the
young Rockets by a 00-74
count.
Coach Mike Ehrenfried's
team is coming off a 110-104
victory over the Toledo AllStars Wednesday night
Norvain Morgan and Dave
Sutton each had 27 points in
the contest, and Greg
Kampe and Jay Underman
added 23 and 19 respectively.
Kampe also had 11 assists

Faken cantor Andre Richardson (15) gets ready la
fir* a jump that against Ohio University
Wednesday night. Richardson totaled two points
and had nin* rebounds before fouling out in the
75-69 lost to the Bobcats. Tho Falcons will face
Toledo tomorrow evening in an important
conference showdown. (Nowtphoto by Ed Suba)

Tankers seek fifth win
By Pete Englehart
Suit Writer

nil StlG

The Falcon swimming
team finds itself in a "make
or break" situation this
weekend in hosting Central
Michigan University (CMU)
tonight at 7:30 p.m. and traveling to Western Michigan
(WMU) tomorrow for a 2:00
p.m. encounter.
The weekend's action will
match the basement
dwellers from last year's
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) championships. BG
finished sixth and Western
Michigan and Central Michigan ended up in the last two
spots in last year's conference race.

Falcon icer Rich Nagai (26) looms around th* net in pursuit of tho puck during
earlier season action at the Ice Arena. Nagai and his teammates will take on
York University tonight and tomorrow in a pair of non-league games.
(Newspholo by Dan Foicht)

HOWEVER. THE Falcons

Battered icers take on York
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
A battered, bruised
Falcon hockey team (18-6-1)
will be functioning on a
skate and a prayer this
weekend as they encounter a
surprising York University
team at home.
The BG roster reads like a
patient list from a busy
metropolitan hospital Defensively, the icers will have
to do without Duffy Smith.
John Mavity and Kevin
MacDonald

MacDonald was told he
was out for the season a
couple of weeks ago due to a
knee injury Smith will have
to rest his tender knee for at
least another week.
THE LATEST casualty.
Mavity. will be on the
sidelines with a shoulder
separation sustained last
weekend in the St. Louis
series The offensive crew is
in equally bad condition
Bruce Woodhouse is still
suffering from a severe
groin injury and will not see

action Forward Byron Shut!
is recovering from a
shoulder separation and will
probably be replaced on the
wing by swingman Brian
Celentano
High-scoring center Bob
Dobek has a slight knee
injury and is a questionable
starter
The goalie unit of the team
has not escaped injury,
either.
Al Sarachman is nursing a
badly injured ankle and will
probably not see net action
this weekend

Matmen host quod meet
By Jerry Matek
Assistant Sports Editor
Two of the best wrestling
teams in the Mid-American
Conference l MAC) will be at
Anderson Arena tomorrow
when the Falcon grapplers
host a triple dual meet at
12:30 p.m.
Ball State, a team which
recently dropped Miami
from the ranks of the undefeated, joins a tough
Eastern Michigan squad and
small college Hillsdale In
the meet Ball State is 5-3,
while EMU is 7-4-1.
"BALL STATE is tough."
Falcon mat coach Bruce
Bellard laid. "They beat
Miami and Cincinnati, which
is unbelievable, and also
Western Michigan."
The Cardinals, who placed

Baseball
Anyone wanting to play
"AA" Federation baseball
with the Bowling Green
Merchants should call Jeans
Trevino at 352-0191

high in last year's MAC
tournament, have several
strong wrestlers, including
142-pound senior Marco
Terandl-1)
The EMU Hurons have
beaten Kent Stale and
Northern Illinois, one of the
stronger MAC teams this
year, but Bellard believes
the Falcons could pull off an
upset
"We might be able to beat
Eastern, but it will be close
Our strengths are their
strengths, and the first two
matches will be the kev." be
said
Hillsdale. the third team.
It "vastly improved."
Bellard said, adding that
their strongest weight
classes are the two middle
weights. 190 pounds and
heavyweight
"I'm going to do some
line-up juggling, depending
on the score." Bellard said.
"We can win all three if
everything goes right."
PRACTICE FOR the
Falcons has not "gone
right" this week Junior Pat
Welfle will still compete

tomorrow, despite a
sprained ankle. Heavyweight Dan Stokes, out with
the flu. is a questionable
starter, and senior Gale
Williams at 150 pounds is out
for the rest of the season
Bellard said that Williams
fractured shoulder did not
heal properly
The Falcons, now 1-5
overall and (M in the MAC.
have dropped four straight
meets after splitting their
season opener in December
Bellard s lineup tomorrow
boasts five veterans in the 10
weight classes-Kevin Dick.
Bill Frazier. Joe Kosch.
Mike Melting and Welfle
Either sophomore Art
Komorowski or freshman
Jack Pequignot will
compete at 134 pounds, and
freshman Rick Kopf will be
William's permanent
replacement at 150 pounds
John Rafalowiki has
replaced senior Dave Nieset
at 177 pounds
Tony
Giamello will go at 158
pounds, and either Stokes or
Al Notak will wrestle
heavyweight

Add
to this Steve
Murphy's flu ailment and
forward Perry Vlajkov's
exit from the team (he
wanted to get more playing
time in the Canadian
leagues), and there you have
the complete casualty list
OTHERWISE, fans will
see all the Falcon skaters-what is left of them--on the
ice in tonight's 7:30 starter
and tomorrow's 3 p.m.
game
Making adjustments left
and right, head Falcon
coach Ron Mason has put
together a starting lineup
around the yards of tape and
bandages.
Mike Liut will start in goal
both nights, but club hockey
netminder Shawn Walsh will
be in uniform ready to go in

case of an emergency-a
common occurrence in the
BG camp recently.
Juggling his defensive
pairs. Mason will go with
Roger Archer and Wayne
Sander at the opening face
off. Al Leitch and Tom
Thomas will also skate as a
defensive duo
The Yeomen will have
Rick Quance in the nets
tonight and
tomorrow.
Falcon fans should
remember him from last
year when he played in the
Ice Arena for Michigan
Tech
Gordon Cullen. who
scored a goal against BG
last season while playing for
Michigan, will also be on the
ice for York tonight

MAC standings
TEAM
Miami
BOWUNG GREEN
Western Michigan
Toledo
Ohio University
Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Kent State

MAC
4-2
5-3
4-3
4-J
4-3
3-3
2-4
1-6

OVERALL
13-4
(-7
10-7
9-7
9-7
10-4
9-7
3-12

Wednesday Night's Results
Ohio University 75. BOWLING GREEN •*
Kent State 52. Toledo 48
Miami 74. Dayton 62
Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan
(power failure, rescheduled for Feb. 12)
Tontorrow's Action
BOWUNG GREEN at Toledo. 8:30 p.m.
Ohio University at Kent State. 3 p.m.
Miami at Western Michigan, 3 p.m.
Miami at Western Michigan. 3 p.m.
Illinois St at Central Michigan. 2 p.m.
Eastern Michigan at LSU-New Orleans. 7: J»p.m.

have come on strong this
season and need only a split
this weekend to match last
year's five victories. Going
into the weekend's double
jeopardy, the tankers have
posted a 4-1 dual meet
record by virtue of a current
four-match winning streak.
A clean sweep of the two
Michigan schools would give
BG a six-game win string,
only the second time in nine
years the tankers have won
six in a row
If past records are any
indication, the Falcons have
at least a fighting chance to
lengthen their win streak
BG holds a 3-1 series edge
over CMU and a 4-4 mark
with Western
However. Falcon coach
Tom Stubbs expects both
meets to be close with unexpected breaks and performances making the difference
"All the teams basically
know what the other
swimmers are doing. So
there usually aren's any surprises unless someone
swims super or there is an
upset." Stubbs said.
Although CMU's chip
pewas have only a 3-31 dual
meet record in the past
three years, including a 1-5
mark this season. Stubbs believes the Chips are a much
better squad than the one
Bowling Green beat 63-50
last year.
The Falcons and CMU
have both been clobbered by
Eastern Michigan this
season. BG was downed 8529 in its season opener, and
CMU fell 80-32 to the powerful Hurons.

Stubbs said he believes the
sprints and diving competition will be the Chippewas'
strong events
FRESHMAN Jeff Smith,
the Michigan high school 50yard freestyle champion last
year, leads the CMU sprint
contingent He has already
set a school record of 22.2
seconds in the 50-yard freestyle, a full second faster
than Falcon Larry Cook's
best time this year.
The diving competition is
a strong point for both
teams, but the expected
stand-off
between the
Falcons' Kurt Seibenick and
CMU's Bill Schaible may not
materialize.
Schaible was injured in
last week's loss to Ball State
and has further been sidelined with the flu He was a
surprise last March at the
conference championships
finishing second in the onemeter competition and third
in the three-meter event He
set a CMU record of 296
points in the one-meter
event this year.
The absence of Schabiel
may permit Seibenick and
either Jed Cole or Jim Butt
to dominate the diving
tomorrow. Seibenick will
attempt to be the first
Falcon to qualify for the
NCAA championships since
1965
His 394 combined
points against Northern Illinois last weekend was only
31 points shy of the NCAA
qualifying standard.
Stubbs said he believes
that if CMU has a weakness,
it could be in the backstroke
The Falcon hopes lie in the

hands of senior co-captain
Bill 11 r.id hum whose 2:06
clocking this year is nearly.
five seconds better than
CMU's best time.
CMU COACH Jerry
Misner also thinks the meet
will be tight.
"We're definitely expecting a close meet, but I think
the poll down there is worth
probably ten points to
Bowling Green." Misner
said. " I just have to keep my
kids from thinking about it."
Although he has his hands
full with the Chippewas
tonight Stubbs said tomorrow's meet with Western
Michigan in Kalamazoo will
be even closer.
"Western is probably
better than Central in every
event except the diving
They have a very versatile
squad, and so it's a little
hard telling who they'll
swim in what race." Stubbs
said.
The 200-yard individual
medley will be one of the
Bronco's top events with
Kevin McCully and Dan
McLean leading the way
McCully was a MAC finalist
last year in the 200-yard
butterfly and 200-yard
breaststroke. while McLean
is the school record-holder
in the butterfly with a
2 01.96 clocking.
ALTHOUGH disUnceman
Terry Breest. another WMU
record-holder, may be
favored in the 500-yard freestyle, he should be no match
for BG's Dave Ryland in the
1000-yard freestyle Ryland
has the fourth best time in
the conference this year.

Spikers journey north
By Jerry Match
Assistant Sports Editor
What can they do for an
encore?

That's the question facing
the Falcon indoor track
team this weekend when
they travel to Ann Arbor.
Mich, tomorrow for a 1 p.m
double dual meet with
Michigan and Notre Dame.
The spikers have run
amazingly fine times in the
first two weekt of
competition, turning in a
close victory over Central
Michigan and qualifying the
distance medley relay team
for the NCAA indoor
national meet.
LAST YEAR, Bowling
Green edged Notre Dame
while falling to Michigan
Although there will be team
scoring tomorrow. Falcon
tutor Mel Brodt said be is
more concerned with

individual results
"The only purpose of the
dual meets is to prepare for
the league championships
and qualify as many persons
as possible for the national
championships." Brodt said
"We like to be flexible and
see what the best
combinations in the relays
are. so we can put our
personnel in the best spots
However, too much experimentation usually lowers
the team score Mostly. I
look for improvement in
times and distances
"It's going to be tough to
score a lot of points this
weekend." Brodt added
"We will be experimenting."
THE VETERAN track
coach praised several of the
team's key individuals. ''Freshman
Rick
Hutcblnton is doing
extremely well in the HO

after having a frustrating
cross-country season." be
said
Sophomore (Dan)
IXinton is also running more
consistently, and hurdler ■
Reg Warren has improved
tremendously over last
season."

Fencing
The Bowling Green
fencing team will travel to
Notre Dame this weekend to
face six other schools. The '
BG fencers will match
swords with the University
of Wisconsin (Parkside).
Tri-State St. Mary's, the
University of Minnesota
(Twin City) Lacrosse and
Notre Dame.
,
Swordswomen will be
meeting St Mary's tar the
third time, both teams soHt
in the first two boats.
Overall, the BG women
are 2-3 and the men are M
on the season.
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